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Chapter 1

About this release

The release notes contain late-breaking information about Kofax Insight 6.1.0. Please read this document
carefully, as it contains information that is not available in other Insight documentation.

Version information
This product is identified by build number 6.1.0.0.0.1838, as listed in the About window, which you can
access from the Info panel in any Insight application (Admin Console, Multi-Tenant Console, Studio,
Themes and Formats, or Data Loader). For the Viewer, this option is available in the context menu.

System requirements
The primary source of information about Insight requirements and dependencies on other products is the
Kofax Insight 6.1.0 Technical Specifications, which can be downloaded from the Kofax Insight page on the
Kofax website at www.kofax.com. The document is updated regularly, and we recommend that you review
it carefully to ensure success with your Insight product.

Product documentation
The Kofax Insight product documentation set consists of the Kofax Insight Installation Guide, help
systems, and other documents to assist you with installing, configuring, and using the product.

Online documentation
The product documentation for Kofax Insight 6.1.0 is hosted online:

http://docshield.kofax.com/Portal/Products/en_US/Insight/6.1.0-9c212bv37j/Insight.htm

Once you install Kofax Insight, the help system is launched automatically when you click the Help icon
within any of the applications.

Offline documentation
If the security policy for your organization restricts Internet access, you can access the documentation
in offline mode (without an active Internet connection) while working with Kofax Insight. To access the
documentation offline, you can download it as a .zip file from the Kofax Fulfillment Site. The .zip file
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includes both help and print folders. The print folder contains the Kofax Insight Installation Guide, Kofax
Insight Administrator's Guide for Azure, and the Kofax InsightTechnical Architecture and High Availability
Setup Guide.

1. Download KofaxInsightDocumentation_6.1.0_EN.zip from the Kofax Fulfillment Site.

2. After you install Kofax Insight 6.1.0, extract the contents of the compressed documentation file to the
Insight directory at:
<...>\Program Files\Kofax\Insight 6.1.0\HtmlInsight

3. Start Insight and click the Help icon to open the help for the installed product.

New features
This section describes the new features introduced in Kofax Insight 6.1.0.

General enhancements
This section describes general enhancements introduced in this version of Kofax Insight.

Create or import a Kofax Analytics solution
Use the Setup Analytics Project wizard to create or import a project solution file for use with Kofax
Analytics products. The solution file consists of Insight administration and project settings. You can launch
the wizard from the Start menu, the Installation Manager, or from Admin Console. The wizard prompts you
to enter the project database credentials and to configure the required settings on the Insight Property
Panel.

Furthermore, the wizard verifies that the Insight version is compatible with your Insight project. For details,
see the Admin Console Help.

Additional connection string
You can specify additional parameters for a connection string from the Insight Installation Manager or
Export tool, or while configuring a silent installation. For details, see the Installation Guide.

Quick Start added to tutorial
A set of Quick Start exercises are available in the Tutorial help to assist any user in learning how to create
a dashboard using a sample project provided with Kofax Insight. The Quick Start is a step-by-step guide
that walks you through these basic procedures:

• Create a project
• Navigate within Insight Studio
• Create a data source
• Create a record and a metric
• Load data
• Design a dashboard
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Improved flexibility for calendar and time settings
You can manually type the value for the date and time filter in the calendar controls window, which greatly
improves usability on a mobile device.

Use the Property Panel to specify a preference for the "Time window layout" property: Popup, Horizontal,
or Vertical.

Connection configuration
The following enhancements extend your ability to define connections:
• Use the Property Panel to add connection strings for the database server and tenant administrator in

Multi-Tenant Console; in the connection and project data sources documents and the Analytics Solution
wizard in Admin Console; or in the data source settings in Studio.
To add a connection string, open the Property Panel to the Other section. Then use the "Additional
string " field to define the connection string.

• Use the Advanced button to define additional connection settings while configuring the project meta,
data, or staging connections for a new project.

Multi-tenancy enhancements
• Ability to upgrade multiple tenants at once. See the Kofax Insight Installation Guide for details.
• Ability for the tenant Administrators to create their own project when the corresponding check box is

selected. See the Multi-Tenant Console Help for details.
• Display the URL of tenant's Admin Console. After the tenant is defined, the URL to the tenant's Admin

Console is displayed in Multi-Tenant Console. See the Multi-Tenant Console Help for details.
• User interface enhancements to the Multi-Tenant Console. See the Multi-Tenant Console Help for

details.

Admin Console enhancements
This section describes enhancements introduced in Admin Console. For details, see the Admin Console
Help.

GDPR: Right to be forgotten
To comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) "Right to be forgotten" requirement,
Insight supports the ability to remove a user's personal data from the product. To meet the requirement,
the Administrator can remove a user's account in Admin Console, and then remove references to the user
in the product databases and email distribution lists for alerts. For details, see the Admin Console Help.

Custom Financial year
You can create several Financial years, apply them to any component of the dashboard, and define the
first day of the month. For details, see the Admin Console Help.
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Extended distribution options for alerts
You can set alerts configured with a severity of Critical to display in an Insight pop-up message window
that stays in view for a period of time that you specify.

Support for multiple projects
When you import multiple projects to Insight, if the Project Mode is selected in the toolbar, the project
name is added next to the Insight Documents (Objects). For example, if you have two projects that have
the same Connection name, the Project Mode option displays the project belonging to each connection.
The option is applied to connections, roles, and SQL functions.

Studio enhancements
This section describes enhancements introduced in Studio.

Dimension Manager
From the Actions toolbar in Studio, you can view and manage existing dimensions for a project and
configure related properties. The Dimension Manager allows you to see the discrepancies in type, name,
and size of the fields, and therefore avoid issues. Also, you can change properties for the selected group
of dimensions at once. For details, see the Insight Studio help.

Resolving SQL Server deadlocks
When running a query that uses a connection string to select data from an external source, a SQL Server
deadlock may occur. A deadlock is typically resolved when the query is retried successfully to establish
the connection.

In Studio, you can use the Property Panel to define the timing and number of attempts made to run the
query in a deadlock situation. For details, see the Insight Studio help.

Ability to mask sensitive data
Use this capability to ensure the security of data that appears on the dashboard. Using Studio, you can
mask a field value that contains sensitive or confidential information such as credit card numbers, bank
account numbers, telephone numbers, passwords, and other personal data. For example, you can apply
a mask so that credit card account numbers display as asterisks or other characters when they appear in
the Viewer. For details, see the Insight Studio help.

Donut chart: ability to view total count
You can display a total count in the middle of a donut chart by selecting "Show total" in the Property Panel
when you configure the chart. The total represents the total series value, which is available if the chart
shows more than one series broken down by dimension.
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New Expression Editor functions for custom calendars
The following Expression Editor functions are introduced for use with the custom calendar feature:

DATE_ADD_BUSINESS (number, date, calendar):
This function is intended to support the ability to use a custom calendar to add or subtract days, hours,
minutes, or seconds, so that the results always fall on a business day. For example, if you add 1 day on a
Friday, the result is Monday, because the non-business days of Saturday and Sunday are ignored.

The following functions are available:
• DATE_ADD_BUSINESS_DAYS (Number, Date, Calendar, IsTruncateToStart)
• DATE_ADD_BUSINESS_HOURS (Number, Date, Calendar)
• DATE_ADD_BUSINESS_MINUTES (Number, Date, Calendar)

IS_BUSINESS_DAY (date, calendar)
This Boolean function evaluates a date-time value and returns 1/true if it falls within a defined business
day for a custom calendar.

The following functions are available:
• IS_BUSINESS_DAY (Date, Calendar)
• IS_BUSINESS_TIME (Date, Calendar)

Column freeze capability for metric or record grids
When configuring a metric or record grid, you now have the ability to specify the number of columns that
should remain frozen in the viewing area, regardless of scrolling. For details, see the Insight Studio Help.

Changes in behavior
This section describes product behavior that has changed since the previous version of Kofax Insight.

_IsValidValue column is deprecated
The _IsValidValue column is deprecated and will be removed from Insight database tables. A temporary
table is now used to store currently loaded data before it is inserted into the main table.

Instances of the _IsValidValue column that exist from earlier versions are handled this way after an
upgrade to Insight 6.1.0:
• The _IsValidValue column is presented in the data tables in Insight 6.1.0, but the value is always 1. The

column is not used, because it is deprecated and will be removed in a future product version. If you
used the column with an earlier product version, it will be ignored after an upgrade to version 6.1.0.

• All invalid rows (where the _IsValidValue column value is 0) are deleted from data tables.
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'Studio settings' renamed, properties reorganized
In Studio, the Studio settings toolbar icon and window are renamed to Project settings, and the
properties are reorganized.

Folder properties
In the Admin Console, the following properties are now available in the System Option section of the
project document:
• Report folder: The default value is Report\, or the relative path from the data folder.
• File parser root folder: The default value is FilesForParser\, or the relative path from the data

folder.
If the option "Allow absolute path" is not selected, then the files should be located in the "<File parser
root folder>" folder or any subfolder. Otherwise, an error is generated during a save or data load
operation.
If the option "Allow absolute path" is selected, then it is possible to use an absolute path for files to
parse.
If files for parsing are located in different folders on the same disks, a common path can be used. If files
are located on different disks or if no base common path exists, "Allow absolute path" should be used.

A relative path from the project data folder or an absolute path is valid for both folder properties. When
upgrading from a previous version, the project is updated automatically with the Report folder and File
parser root folder values. In Multi-Tenant mode, only the administrator can edit these folder properties.
• Data source files folder: This value is DataSources\, which is a subfolder of the project data folder.

If the option "Allow absolute path" is not selected, then the files should be located in the
"<ProjectDataFolder>/DataSources" folder or any subfolder. Otherwise, an error is generated
during a save or data load operation.
If the option "Allow absolute path" is selected, then it is possible to use an absolute path for Excel data
sources (not only in subfolders).

• Parsing templates folder: This value is ParsingTemplates\, which is a subfolder of the project data
folder.
If the option "Allow absolute path" is not selected, then the files should be located in the
"<ProjectDataFolder>/ParsingTemplates" folder or any subfolder. Otherwise, an error is
generated during a save or data load operation.
If the option "Allow absolute path" is selected, then it is possible to use an absolute path for template
files (not only in subfolders).
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Resolved issues

This chapter lists previously reported issues that are resolved when you install Kofax Insight 6.1.0,
including the resolved issues introduced in fix packs released since version 6.0.0:
• Resolved issues in 6.1.0
• Resolved issues in 6.0.0.6
• Resolved issues in 6.0.0.5
• Resolved issues in 6.0.0.4
• Resolved issues in 6.0.0.3
• Resolved issues in 6.0.0.2
• Resolved issues in 6.0.0.1

Resolved issues in 6.1.0
This section lists the issues that are newly resolved in Kofax Insight 6.1.0.

'No wrap' option worked improperly
If you opened a view with the grid where "No wrap" option was selected by default and the text exceeded
the grid length, the "No wrap" option worked improperly and the text had multiple lines. (1148489)

Extensive duration of data load for an Oracle database table
If a record contained the Time field, it took an excessive amount of time to load data from an Oracle
database table. (1122155)

Entity driver not applied
The "Entity driver" filter type was not applied to components. (1109447)

Translation table data load failed
The Translation table data load failed for on-demand records. (1059322)

'Open URL' action worked improperly for a record template
If you used a record template to open a view in the Viewer and chose a language other than the default,
the 'Open URL' action worked improperly and the wrong URL was displayed. (837763)
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Deleted View shown in the report
If you had a report with multiple Views and one of the Views was deleted from Studio, the deleted View
was not removed from the report still appeared as an empty row. (733940)

Padding values not applied
If you set padding values for the style properties "Grid total amount style" and "Grid total amount value
style," the values were not applied to the grid. (733834)

Incorrect display of the email template
If you selected plain text for use with the alert email template, the rich text tools were still displayed.
(732676)

Incorrect behavior of the grid filter
If you had two grids and the second grid was filtered by the first grid, changing the filters for both grids
cleared the second grid. (730160)

Temporary files remained in the data folder
Temporary files remained in the data folder after downloading a report, and then importing or exporting the
files. (709351)

The long values displayed incorrectly
If the grid field contained a long value, it was truncated and the ellipsis symbol '...' was not displayed.
(706332)

Custom colors not applied
Custom colors were not applied if you selected the localized version of Insight Studio. (685758)

New alert messages grid was incomplete
If you created a new alert messages grid and saved the View, it did not display all of the existing
messages. (667804)

Field renaming worked improperly
In the Step Editor, if you changed the Process attribute ID or the database name, the existing field was
deleted along with all the data it contained, and a new empty column was created. (667024)
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Resolved issues in 6.0.0.6
This section lists the resolved issues introduced in Kofax Insight 6.0.0.6.

Maximum database name length setting rolled back
The maximum database name length setting was rolled back to the default value. (1189930)

Azure: Time zone adjustment worked improperly
In an Azure environment, the adjustment for the local and server time worked improperly and caused log
file issues. (1189049)

Azure: Data load process not logged
In an Azure environment, the data load process was not logged. (1188556)

Metric granulation issue
Metric granulation did not work properly. (1185219)

Stack bar chart labels applied incorrectly
The labels in the Stack bar chart were applied to all the dimensions. (1184807)

View ID required to open View
It was impossible to open a View in the default project without specifying the view ID. (1184462)

Error during Union query
An error occurred when a Union query was executed for a record. (1184133)

Resolved issues in 6.0.0.5
This section lists the resolved issues introduced in Kofax Insight 6.0.0.5.

Export to Excel was slow
Export to Excel was slow, due to high number of queries. (1173943)

Error when during layout switch
An error occurred while switching to another layout. (1173707)
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Style changes applied only to default layout
Menu style changes were not applied to the current layout. Instead, they were applied to the default
layout. (1173688)

Empty view after View Holder was resized
If a View Holder was resized to fit an entire view, the view was empty when it was opened in preview
mode. (1173295)

Chart and grid overlap
Due to an anchoring failure, a chart overlapped the grids when it was printed in PDF format. (1172567)

Multipage grids printed improperly
Two multipage grids positioned on a single view were printed improperly in PDF format. (1172565)

Time filters applied incorrectly
Incorrect time filters were applied to UNION records. (1172061)

Bookmarks not displayed in viewers
Existing viewers did not display bookmarks, because they were accessing the subdirectories and files of a
default viewer. (1171132)

Note To resolve the issue, copy all subdirectories and files (except web.config) from the standard viewer
directory [drive:]\HtmlInsight\View\*.* to the viewer directory for each additional viewer.

Azure: Unable to embed Insight through iframe
Azure: It was impossible to embed Insight through iframe.

To resolve the issue, set the configuration setting Insight.Web.FrameAncestors in the configuration file
after selecting the required option. (1167965)
• Empty string or DENY: Insight cannot be displayed in a frame.
• SAMEORIGIN: Insight can only be displayed in a frame of the website located on the same host.
• <host1> <host2>: Insight can only be displayed in a frame on the specified hosts.

Error during database mapping text
An error occurred when performing a database mapping test if users did not have administrator rights.
(1167959)
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Tenant data saved to common subfolder
Multi-tenant mode: A tenant's data was saved to a common subfolder if the Data folder field was empty.
(1167953)

Identification data changed after project export
Identification data of a record changed after a project was exported to separate files in two different
systems. (1167951)

Resolved issues in 6.0.0.4
This section lists the resolved issues introduced in Kofax Insight 6.0.0.4.

Incorrect date format after export to Excel
The incorrect date format was displayed after a project was exported to an Excel file. (1164096)

Azure: Not all log types were available
In an Azure environment, not all log types were available. (1163901)

Error during data load
While performing a data load without the TenantID specified in the scheduler .xml file, an error occurred.
(1163457)

Unable to export charts to Excel
Charts could not be exported to an Excel file. (1163011)

Administrator password was reset
In multi-tenant mode, the Administrator password was reset after a document was saved in the Multi-
Tenant Console. (1163008)

Azure: Milliseconds not registered in logs
In an Azure environment, logs did not register milliseconds. (1163004)

Resolved issues in 6.0.0.3
This section lists the resolved issues introduced in Kofax Insight 6.0.0.3.
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Error during data deletion
An error occurred while deleting data in a record in a folder. (1160805)

Exceptions in WCF log
In multi-tenant mode, multiple exceptions appeared in the WCF log after data was loaded. (1160310)

Azure: Bookmarks did not work
In an Azure environment in multi-tenant mode, the opened bookmarks failed to display the saved views.
(1160218)

View not refreshed in high availability mode
In high availability mode, an updated view sometimes did not reflect the most recent changes. (1158659)

Failed connection to Data database
The Data database connection failed when updating the project and selecting the check box "Same server
as the meta database." (1157498)

Tenant session lost intermittently
In multi-tenant mode, a session was lost intermittently for a tenant in the Viewer. (1157419)

Exception during data deletion from record
A NullReferenceException message appeared when deleting data from a record. (1156872)

Metric grid not updated
After a condition was selected for data display, a Metric grid failed to update. (1156262)

Project names displayed in Connections section
Project names were displayed in the Connections section as connection names after an upgrade from
Insight 5.4 to Insight 6.0. (1154994)

TenantID null after import of distribution object
In multi-tenant mode, a TenantID became null after importing the distribution object. (1153349)

Login parameters not listed in server log
The login parameters were not reflected in the server log after an unsuccessful login attempt. (1152567)
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Error when printing spark, bullet grids
An error occurred if you attempted to print spark and bullet grids. (1147942)

Resolved issues in 6.0.0.2
This section lists the resolved issues introduced in Kofax Insight 6.0.0.2.

Custom SQL function unavailable
A custom SQL function was not available for a new data source if the tenant ID was not properly assigned
to the data source. (1151558)

Execution plan failure
Kofax Analytics for TotalAgility: Execution plans failed because of incorrect filtering of folders and
translation tables. (1150622)

Login parameters not listed in server log
A new view could only be saved after refreshing a page. (1149708)

Email not sent after test session
An email was not sent after a test session was started on a command line. (1149029)

Resolved issues in 6.0.0.1
This section lists the resolved issues introduced in Kofax Insight 6.0.0.1.

UI elements displayed improperly in Data Source wizard
UI elements appeared improperly in the Data Source document wizard in Internet Explorer 11. (1148357)

Execution plan failure
Password caching changed data source credentials. (1147552)

Tenant administrator unable to import a solution
A tenant administrator was not able to import a solution. (1147521)
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Email not sent after test session
Current tests were not performed automatically when a test session was generated. (1147430)

Exception due to invalid record grid query
An exception was caused by an invalid record grid query. (1143388)

Damage to test case results
Test case results were damaged when imported. (1141074)

Charts missing from reports
Azure, invalid PDF: Reports were missing charts after setting Insight login / password authentication for
the Viewer in the Multi-Tenant Console. (1140574)

Error after FTP task executed
An error occurred when an FTP task was executed using a secret key and pass phrase. (1140051)

User Mapping Source was empty
A User Mapping Source was empty after installing Kofax Analytics for AP Agility in the same environment
with Kofax Analytics for TotalAgility. (1137592)

Slowdown with document tree search
Search in a document tree was slow, due to high number of queries. (1136661)

Error during Geo document export
An error occurred when exporting a Geo document, because the system imported a wrong version of the
assembly. (1136542)

To resolve the issue, add the following strings to the configuration file in [drive:]\WcfDataService
\Web.config:

          <runtime>
           <assemblyBinding xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:asm.v1">
            <dependentAssembly>
             <assemblyIdentity name="Microsoft.SqlServer.Types"
 publicKeyToken="89845dcd8080cc91"
          culture="neutral"/>
             <bindingRedirect oldVersion="0.0.0.0-11.0.0.0" newVersion="11.0.0.0"/>
            </dependentAssembly>
           </assemblyBinding>
          </runtime>
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Count distinct function did not work
The count distinct function did not work in auto metric mode. (1136538)

Time appeared improperly in record query
Hadoop: The time appeared improperly in a record query. (1136335)

Project, view not selectable during Popup action
It was impossible to select another project and a view while performing a Popup action. (1136330)

Values from array object could not be used
It was impossible to use values from an array object when performing a Web service call action.
(1135975)

Security enhancements
Various security improvements. GPG path parameter is now set in the configuration file by default:
(1135293)

C:\Program Files (x86)\GnuPG \bin\Gpg.exe

To add an arbitrary path, add the following string to the appSettings section:

<add key="Insight.DataFileProcessor.GPGPath" value="Path_to_GPG"/>

Make sure to specify the path to GPG in the following configuration files:
• [drive:]\WcfDataService\Web.config

• [drive:]\Server\AltoSoft.Insight.DashboardServer.exe.config

• [drive:]\DataFileProcessorService\bin
\AltoSoft.Insight.DataFileProcessor.Service.dll.config

FTP files are now saved to the default directory. To add an arbitrary path for the files, complete these
steps:

1. Navigate to Admin Console > Options > Other Settings and select the Allow absolute paths for
File Processor check box.

2. Navigate to Studio > File Processor > FTP Task > Details > Local Folder, and then specify the full
path.

Unable to edit translation table
It was impossible to edit a translation table value in an editable record grid. (1134775)
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Basemaps required a change of settings
Basemaps required a change of settings to ensure access. (1133403)

Exception when on-demand record column was mapped twice
An on-demand record column mapped twice caused an exception when it was viewed in a grid. (1123613)

Test run comparison based on wrong field
A test run comparison (Different or Equal) was based on the <Response> field instead of the
<ResponseText> field. (1122022)

Record import failed
Import of a renamed record failed in Insight 6.0. (1120671)

Moved document could not be saved
When a document was moved to a folder, the document could not be saved. (1116014)

Error when Studio settings changed by non-Administrator user
An error appeared when a user without administrator privileges changed Studio settings. (1112562)

Mobile layout issue
Mobile Layouts: A JavaScript error occurred when the Viewer was opened using the non-default layout.
(1111519)

File import failed for multi-tenant administrator
Multi-tenant administrator failed to import a file with administrator objects. (1111063)

Error while saving edited record
An error occurred when saving an edited record because the index of the time field was deleted twice.
(1110724)

Unconfirmed changes persisted in Expression editor
Changes in Expression editor persisted even if they were not confirmed by the user. (1110685)

Theme applied only if View holder was open
The theme only applied to a View holder if the context menu was open in the View holder area. (1108837)
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Theme not applied during Print report action
The theme was not applied while performing the Print report action. (1108834)

Connections not closed during export
Oracle: The system did not close the connections to the Data database when exporting a project with
Data. (1108000)

View could not be opened
A view could not be opened after deletion of the enabled layout. (1107995)

ArgumentNullException issue
An ArgumentNullException appeared when saving a report. (1107614)

Improper swimlane chart display
A swimlane displayed improperly when the "Combine instance with different number of repetitions option"
was selected. (1106981)

Data load failure
Data load failed when the "Support multiple connections" flag was selected. (1103612)

Improper totals for trellis chart
Totals appeared improperly for trellis chart when the trellis chart was set out by dimensions with
translation tables. (1103220)
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Chapter 3

Known issues

This chapter describes issues that you may encounter while using Kofax Insight. Workarounds are
provided, as applicable.

Standard metric value is unavailable if the metric is used as a
source

You cannot use standard metric values if the metric is used as a source. (1214340)

Workaround: In the second metric, create a new Value field manually and map it accordingly.

Pressing SHIFT or CTRL to select multiple check boxes not
working

You cannot select multiple check boxes for items on the Documents Tree by pressing the SHIFT or CTRL
keys. (1210254)

Workaround: Select the check boxes individually.

Truncated bubble elements in Classification chart
Bubble elements are truncated when you view them on a Classification chart. (1206926)

Export to PDF works improperly for A1 and A0 page sizes
If you use Export to PDF, the images appear improperly with pages sizes A1 and A0. (1205516)

Hieroglyphs are not printed in PDF
Although hieroglyphs are displayed correctly in a browser, they do not appear properly when printed in
PDF format.
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Workaround: Use custom fonts that support hieroglyphs. (1194316)

References to Insight users missing
When you copy a role, references to Insight users are missing from the copied role. (1181113)

Some fonts not applied in PDF report
The following fonts do not show correctly when a dashboard is printed to PDF: Consolas 20, Courier 15,
Georgia 15, Symbol 20, Times New Roman 15, and Trebuchet MS 15. (911121)
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